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Abstrat: A mobile ad ho network (MANET) is a mobile, wireless network,that does not require any preexisting infrastruture and thus needs to establish adistributed routing infrastruture in a self-organized way. A lot of routing proto-ols for MANETs have been proposed, and also some evaluating work has beendone. A key harateristi of evaluations is the senario in whih the protoolused. Senarios used in evaluations have a great impat on the results, so it isvery important to hoose these senarios arefully, suh that results are usable forfurther development and possible real deployments of suh networks. This reportdisusses how senarios are used so far to evaluate MANETs, and further suggestshow to improve senarios, to get more realisti and more appliable results.
1 IntrodutionMobile Ad Ho Networking is a way of ommuniation, whih does not relyon any existing infrastruture, suh as dediated routers, transeiver basestations or even ables (of any kind)[Per01℄. Clearly wireless hannels areused as a ommuniation medium (but without �xed stations as in ellularnetworks) and eah node needs typially to at also as a router to relay pak-ets to nodes more far away. Suh multi-hop routing in a wireless environmentwith mobile nodes is a muh more omplex task than routing in onventional(stati) networks. The solution requires to take are of all the harateristisof this task, whih are determined mainly by the harateristis of the media,the behavior of nodes and the data and traÆ pattern ommuniated.Mobile Ad Ho Networks an be applied to a large variety of use ases,where onventional networking annot be applied, beause of diÆult terrain,�D. Lang works at the Department of Computer Siene, Tehnishe Universit�atM�unhen, Germany. E-Mail: dl�leo.org. 1



laking ost-e�etiveness or other reasons. Examples to suh situations are:A disaster area, where any possible infrastruture has been destroyed; a largebusiness fair, where people are moving around a lot, or a onferene withhanging speakers and audiene. Other possible uses are so alled sensornetworks, where intelligent sensors are deployed in an unaessible area, thattransmit their data in an ad ho manner. Of ourse a very important �eldof appliation is the military battle�eld. Military organizations do fund alarge fration of ad ho networking researh. And last not least, there isthe vision, that any mobile devie, people are arrying in their everydaylife anyway (ell phone, organizer, notebook), ould be MANET enabled,thus allowing personal ommuniation without the need of a ommuniationarrier.The researh topi of mobile ad ho networks is urrently experiening alot of researh e�ort. Although being just a reent �eld of researh1, but ithas hallenged many exellent sientists and Internet pioneers, like AnthonyEphremides, Charles E. Perkins, and Mario Gerla, just to name a few.The result of just a few years of researh is a large amount of papersand studies ranging from very general to very onrete issues, overing anynetwork layer from physial media harateristis to seurity protools andservie loation.One of the most disussed areas is routing, as this is a very ruial topi.This part of the problem has produed also a large amount of suggestedsolutions, i.e. routing protools. As there are so many aspets that routingan be based on, and many onstraints that an be foused on, nearly 30di�erent routing protools have been designed and presented, eah fousingon some harateristi of the network and trying to improve things in aertain diretion. The nature of the problem implies ontraditory goals, soit is lear that there is no general solution.As eah proposed strategy has to be justi�ed, simulations are ommonlyused to show the advantages and attributes of those suggestions. It goeswithout saying, that simulations that are part of a proposal of a ertainalgorithm, are often in favor of that algorithm.As mentioned above, the environment of an ad ho network has a severeimpat on the required harateristis and strategies. This is valid for a realuse of an ad ho network, as well as for a simulation to evaluate a routingstrategy. Sine evaluations are ruial for further researh and developmentand for a real use, speial are must be taken to model the environment for1Around 1994 the �rst papers appeared about this modern type of ad ho networking,of ourse related e�orts have been done muh earlier, like the Paket Radio Network(PRnet) projet of the US army.
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evaluations to math the intended use ase as lose as possible.The environment onsists of many aspets like physial harateristis ofthe medium and interfaes, type and harateristis of traÆ to be trans-ported in the ad ho network, and also movement and behavior of nodes(ommuniation devies) and harateristis of the area, in whih the nodesmove. These aspets are subjet of this paper: We will examine the nodebehavior, movement patterns and harateristis of the observed area (wewill all these aspets together a senario), as used in previous evaluations.We will evaluate them and propose a way, how to raft senarios to be usedin future simulations.The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next setion will de�neand desribe terms and notions used in the paper. Then we will desriberiteria that we use to judge senarios. Commonly used senarios in previousevaluations will be desribed and we will point out their advantages anddrawbaks. In setion 6.3.1 we suggest, what properties a senario shouldontain, and how to speify and generate suh a senario for simulations.Finally a summary and a perspetive for future work will be given.
2 De�nitionsThis setion will de�ne ommonly used terms and phrases throughout thepaper.node A node is MANET enabled devie, attahed to an objet that anmove and at individually. Examples for nodes are:� A person, that arries a ellular phone, a notebook omputer oran organizer with MANET apable ommuniations hardware.� Suh persons, but using a biyle or publi transport.� A ar �tted with MANET apable ommuniations hardware.� A tank or other military vehile (possibly unmanned) �tted withMANET apable ommuniations hardware.Also airraft, heliopters and ships ould generally be regarded asnodes, but this paper does not take these types of nodes into aount.node density The node density in the observed area, as ommonly de�ned:number of nodesamount of spae, that ontains all those nodes
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area, observed area The observed area of the evaluation (simulation, testbedor real installation). The shape of the area is usually a retangle, butdoesn't neessarily need to be.region or subarea This is a usually smaller (but not larger) part of the!observed area. It an have speial properties that a�et node move-ment and ommuniations.border The border of the !observed area.border behavior The behavior of !nodes, if they approah the !border.This is an important harateristi of a !mobility model. Possibleborder behavior is desribed more detailed in setion 5.8.5.mobility model The mobility model is de�ned as the set of rules, that de-termine the movement of the !nodes.mobility metri A metri to measure the degree of mobility. Examples fora simple mobility metri ould be: average speed of the nodes or average!pause time. Muh more omplex mobility metris are possible anddisussed in setions 5.3.1 and 5.8.2.movement strategy The movement strategy is an important part of themobility model. We de�ne the movement strategy as the set of rules,that determine the intended target of movement of eah node, and alsothe intended movement speed. The real movement speed and diretionwill also be inuened by other parameters (like maximum speed in aertain region), whih are not part of the movement strategy.group A group is a set of nodes, whih share some ommon harateristis.Usually a group has a ommon movement strategy, but does not needto. The atual harateristis may vary and are de�ned by the groupspei�ation.group mobility Group mobility or a group mobility model is part the generalmobility model. It is de�ned as the set of rules that allow nodes toform groups and determine the movement deisions of nodes as groupmembers.senario The senario in our ontext, is the union of the observed area somesubareas and the mobility model plus some additional harateristis asdesribed in setion 4. We do not mean a spei� senario, whihis one single stritly determined way, how nodes behave. Of oursea spei� senario, is the kind of senario that is ultimately used in4



a simulation, but an evaluation needs to make more simulations (f.[Mit97℄) with the same parameters to rule out statistial anomalities.Thus we fous only on senarios in the sense desribed above, and theirpossible parameters.pause time This term was used �rst in the introdution of the �rst randomwaypointmobility model in [JM96℄. The pause time is a �xed time, thata node waits between movements. The random waypoint is desribedmore detailed in setion 5.2.1.performane Sine the goal of simulations and evaluations is to determine,whih routing strategy performs best, under whih onditions, the termperformane is used very often. Sine there is not a single performaneriteria, we de�ne performane in the sense of an overall performanewhih takes the following measures into aount, whih are ommonlyused throughout the evaluations: end-to-end delay of a paket, av-erage and maximum throughput and goodput, initial onne-tion setup lateny, routing overhead, path length and overheaddue to suboptimal paths. There an be even di�erent uses of thesevalues in the various works, like throughput and overhead an bemeasured in terms of Bytes or Pakets. For our use of performane,we do not prefer one or the other possible de�nition, sine that is upto the evaluations itself. With performane, we mean the performaneof a routing protool qualitative under the various aspets mentionedhere.
3 Related WorkDespite the huge amount of researh in mobile ad ho networking, the sim-ulation environment did not get muh attention, so far. [Bet01℄ addressessome of the physial and [SSH01℄ also aims a lot for realism even providinga tool. Just reently before this work was �nished, a tehnial report waspublished, whih is losely related to this one: [TCD02℄. It also disussesommonly used mobility models, border behavior and puts some weight ongroup mobility.
4 Charateristis and Quality of a SenarioIn this setion we present the key harateristis of a senario and its param-eters in detail. Then we disuss these harateristis and their importane
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for the quality of a senario. Also we desribe, what is important in ouropinion for a senario of a good quality.The main goals for our understanding of good quality senarios is realismtogether with appliability for the intended use ases of the senario.Observed Area As de�ned in setion 2, this is one fundamental harater-isti. It is a mandatory harateristi, and no senario based simulation2or evaluation an be done without it. Its two main parameters are shapeand size. The shape used in any senario for the evaluation of ad honetwork routing protools is a retangle. There are good reasons forthat: A retangle is easily spei�ed, most simulation software just sup-ports retangles and other shapes do not o�er any obvious advantage.The size does vary muh more and is indeed a parameter that a�ets thereal world situation to be modeled very muh. Sizes vary from a smallroom (3m � 6m) to an area that ould over several towns (10000m �10000m).Good quality senarios an be of any size, but the size should reet theintended use ase as lose as possible. Usually this is not a problem.Types of nodes As desribed in setion 2, nodes an be of di�erent types,whih will behave di�erently (pedestrians will move di�erent, than ars).Eah node type will have ertain harateristis itself, whih will a�etthe level of detail for the model and thus the degree of realism.The node type determines the following parameters, whih may or maynot be present in the various models:� Likelihood of moving at a ertain time� Capabilities in terms of{ aeleration{ deeleration{ maximum speed{ hange of diretion� Interation with ertain subareas (e.g. ars an only move onstreets)� Moving strategy (as explained in Setion 6.2)� Time intervals of operation (the node may be an ative part in thenetwork only during ertain time intervals).2Of ourse, omplexity analysis or other analytial work does not need a senario atall. 6



Number of Nodes This is also a very basi parameter of a senario. Boththe overall number of nodes, as well as the number of nodes of eahdi�erent type are important. However, in our opinion the overall num-ber of nodes will have a larger impat on the simulation results, as itdetermines also the node density.Radio Model and Radio Range The radio model should reet the kindof radio hardware used for ommuniation. Often this hoie determinesalso the link layer. A large variety of hardware is available, but not toomuh an be used for mobile ad ho networking. Parameters that dependon the radio model are (among others) hannel bandwidth and theradio range. In ombination with node density, the radio range willhighly a�et the results of the simulation beause it a�ets onnetivityand hannel ompetition, two e�ets of ontraditory bene�t.Radio Propagation and Obstales (for signal propagation) In a realworld senario, the observed area will onsist of a at, free spae onlyin very rare ases. Obstales of some kind are the general ase. Thereare di�erent ways, to model this. One way is with a general radio prop-agation model, that statistially restrits the propagation and thereforethe range of the radio signals. Another method would be, to expliitlyallow the plaement of obstales in the area, that spei�ally redue therange of the radio signals. This an be done, by allowing the plaementof subareas (see setion 2), with a ertain harateristi, that a�ets thepropagation of a signal through this area.Restrited Areas and Obstales (for movement) Obstales an not onlyobstrut radio signals, but also of ourse movement of nodes. This analso be reeted in the senario by the plaement of subareas whihhave ertain restritions for node movement. E.g. nodes annot movethrough a building, or nodes of type \ar" an only move on subareasof type \street". So the senario ould allow the de�nition of types ofsubareas with ertain harateristis, that will a�et node movement.In our opinion this an be a very important part for some senarios tomodel a real world situation lose enough.Border Behavior This is also an important aspet of the senario. [Bet01℄and [TCD02℄ have shown, that the border behavior has an importantimpat on the user distribution over the area, whih a�ets loal densityand therefore the simulation results. The way, how nodes will behaveon approahing a border will ertainly a�et the realism and the appli-ability of a senario. See also setion 5.8.5.
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Introdution and Removal of Nodes This harateristi is related to theborder behavior. In a real world senario it will happen, that nodes enterthe observed area, while others leave it. Further nodes within the areaan be swithed o� and thus ease to be part of the network and of oursealso swithed on and just start to partiipate in the ad ho network. Wealso regard the possibility to reet suh behavior in ertain senariosas an important ontribution towards realism and appliability.Group Mobility The possibility to form groups (as de�ned in Setion 2) ofnodes and the exibility of group riteria, and the quality3 of the groupmobility model to also ontribute to our quality measure of senarios.Observing Time This is the duration of the senario, whih usually orre-sponds to the simulation time (although, it would be possible to simulateseveral steps of a senario separately. We onsider this not a real part ofthe senario, but more a simulation parameter, so it has only a minor rolein this work. We mention it anyway for sake of ompleteness and beauseit a�ets the runtime of a simulation. Also very short observation timesmay be subjet to initialization e�ets. Very long observation times maybe a hint to a less detailed modeling of other simulation aspets (like nomodeling of the physial properties of the wireless interfae).Further, it is important to derive more parameters from the given har-ateristis (just like node density, that an be used as a measure of mobilityor a mobility metri (f. setion 2). For the omparison of routing protoolsin terms of performane (f. setion 2), it is important to determine a degreeof mobility.The impat of mobility (like in terms of average speed, pausing periods,diretion hanges, et.) is expeted to be signi�ant for the performane ofertain routing protools. It is expeted, that some algorithms perform muhbetter under a \high mobility" than others, while with \low mobility", theremay be no di�erene.These harateristis introdued above, will be used during the examina-tion of existing omparisons and evaluations, to identify the senarios used,and also to ategorize and rate them in terms of quality.3again in terms of realism and appliability
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5 Senarios used so farThis setion will summarize the senarios used in previous papers, ategorizethem and �nally tries to evaluate these senarios with respet to our de�nitionof quality.
5.1 Common observationsArea: All applied senarios have used a retangular area. This seems asensible hoie, as other geometries don't o�er any partiular advantages.Role of Nodes: All nodes are assumed to be devies, arried by persons orin vehiles ontrolled by persons. They only move on ground-level intwo dimensions.
5.2 Simple SenariosWith Simple Senarios we de�ne senarios with the following harateristis:
� The observed area is a at empty spae. There are no subareas, obstalesor other movement restritions. Nodes an move arbitrarily on the area.� Nodes annot leave the area, new nodes annot be introdued, and nodesare always ative.� Nodes move aording to a simple strategy (f. setion 2), like RandomWaypoint or Random Diretion.� Nodes an only move at a onstant speed.� Nodes don't hange diretion during a single move. All diretion hangesare sharp, there is no smooth turning or urves.
Senarios like this have been used in many simulations, with some minordi�erenes. We will now roughly desribe what variants have been used.

5.2.1 Basi Random Waypoint SenariosThis type is used frequently. The Random Waypoint movement model im-plies, that eah node hooses a random destination within the given area,moves to that destination at onstant speed on a diret path and then waits
9



for a �xed pause time (f. setion 2), before hoosing the next destination.This senario has been used in [BMJ+98℄, [DPR00℄, [HV99℄, [ �O00℄ and others.In these works, further harateristis are:Area size: 1500� 300m and 2200� 600m (in [DPR00℄)Radio Range: 250 mNumber of nodes: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 (one)Speed of nodes: [0::1℄ m/s and [0::20℄ m/sPause times: 30 - 900 seonds, globally �xed for all nodesSimulation time: 500 and 900 seondsThe authors of [JM96℄ also use a related senario, and their work is the�rst paper, that introdued the Random Waypointmobility model. However,it is one of the earliest papers on the subjet and the senario itself di�ersa lot from the ones in the other papers4, so that we mention it here, but itdoes not really belong to this (or any other) lass of senarios.A similar situation exists with [GLAS01℄, where a senario is used withan area of 5000 � 7000m, pause times from 30 to 90 seonds and only 20nodes.
Mobility Metri Although not expliitly mentioned, these senarios useeither the pause time or the mean speed as a mobility metri.These parameters are varied in the simulations, to reet di�erent degreesof mobility. It is widely expeted, that more mobility will make it morediÆult for the routing protool to perform well.Although suh a simple mobility metri an not reet all aspets of mo-bility, for these simple mobility models, it appears suÆient. More omplexmobility metris will be disussed in setions 5.3.1 and 5.8.2.
Border Behavior From the movement strategy it is obvious, that there isno border behavior required. The nodes always hoose a destination withinthe area, so a border is never rossed (although it may be reahed). Nodesannot aelerate or deelerate. Their diretion is determined by the urrentdestination point, and the likelihood of moving is determined by the pausetime (i.e. always moving, exept during pause phase).
Area Size and Shape The odd area size of 1500 � 300m (whih is usedwidely) is argued to stress the routing protool more than like a 1000 �1000m senario. It allows a high node density but together with long paths,4The ranges are muh more limited, i.e. the area is a 9� 9m room, radio range of 3m,simulation for 4000 seonds with 6 to 24nodes.
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without the need for muh more nodes (whih will lead to problems with thesimulation due to the extended runtime).
5.2.2 Modi�ed Random Waypoint SenariosA modi�ed version appears in [JLH+99℄ where the model was extended suhthat the pause time is not globally �xed, but an be hosen at eah individualmovement. The area used was 1000� 1000m but the simulation ran only for250 seonds. In this paper more sophistiated senarios have been used, aswell; we will disuss them later.In [BGB00℄ there is also a modi�ed version alled Restrited RandomWaypoint. As the modi�ation introdues some speial regions, we will at-egorize this as a more advaned model in setion 5.3.2.
5.2.3 Random Diretion SenariosThis senario was desribed in [PR01℄. Nodes move in a diretion from [0::2�℄with a speed from [0::10℄ m/s until they hit the border. Then they wait aertain time, before hoosing a new diretion from [0::�℄ relative to the \wall"(nodes are reeted from the borders). Thus, the border behavior plays animportant part of the movement model itself, and is therefore de�ned inpreise way. In this ase, a ontat with the border is even the only reasonfor a node to stop. It's harateristis are:Area size: 1000� 1000m, 1500� 1500m, 2400� 2400m and 3450� 3450mRadio Range: 250mNumber of nodes: 50 and 500Speed of nodes: [0::10℄ m/sDiretion: [0::�℄ relative to the \wall"Pause times: on eah border hit, but duration not spei�edSimulation time: 300 seondsThe authors of [HP01℄ is using a similar model, also with nodes beingreeted from the border on ontat, but not pausing. The are is 1000 �1000m with 200 nodes and the radio range is 105m.Both senarios seem rather arti�ial and appear to provide the least real-isti movement patterns for nodes like pedestrians, ars, biyles, et. Suha mobility model would be more appropriate for billiard balls.
5.2.4 Other Simple SenariosIn [DCYS98℄ a muh di�erent approah was hosen. Eah movement is spe-i�ed by a triple of diretion, speed and distane, whih have been hosen at
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eah step as follows:Area size: 1000� 1000mRadio Range: 350mNumber of nodes: 30 and 60Diretion: hosen from [��=8::+ �=8℄ relative to the previous diretion.Speed: hosen from [0:4::0:6℄m/s and [3:5::4:5℄m/sDistane: exponentially distributed over a mean of 5m.Simulation time: 10000 seonds
5.3 Advaned SenariosThe following senarios are more advaned:Some introdue obstales (hindering both node-movement and radio prop-agation). There are di�erent types of nodes with di�erent properties possible.Even ertain regions within the area (subareas) are used, that impose ertainrestritions to nodes in that subarea.
5.3.1 Johansson Senarios[JLH+99℄ desribes three senarios, whih are very di�erent from the simpleones, and whih appear far more realisti in terms of node behavior than thesimple senarios.They allow the use of obstales that absorb any ommuniation, suhthat no link an go through an obstale. Alas, the movement strategy is notdesribed in the paper.
Mobility Metri This paper provides a muh more omplex mobility met-ri. The approah is general enough to be used as a basis for other senarios.The following skethes the idea of the mobility metri:jv(x; y; t)j (with v being de�ned as the relative veloity of nodes x and yat time t) is averaged over time and then averaged over all node pairs. Wedon't repeat the exat de�nitions here, but refer to [JLH+99℄.
Conferene Room A onferene room is modeled with a speaker node,several (rather stati) listeners and a few people moving around. This is arather stati senario. Only 10% of the nodes move, with a maximum speed of1m/s. Most nodes are assigned to spei� loations, but are still able to move,but it is not spei�ed, how they move. Nodes an be bloked by obstales.There are di�erent types of nodes: a speaker, several urious bypassers andthe remaining lot are attending listeners. Other known parameters are:
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Area size: 150� 90mRadio Range: 25mNumber of nodes: 50Speed: < 1m/sSimulation time: 900 seonds
Event Coverage & Disaster Area The Event Coverage senario shouldmodel a large event, like a trade fair, with several groups and individualsmoving on a large area. As in the Conferene senario, the nodes move with1m/s but at least 50% of the nodes are moving. There are obstales as well,and there is some hane that up to 10 nodes may form a group. The auseand impliations of suh a group forming are not stated learly, but it is likely,that they move together. Also, the movement strategy is not desribed atall.The Disaster Area (whih obviously should resemble a site of a largeaident) senario di�ers only in the way of the node movement. There arethree distint areas, whih nodes annot leave and whih are too far awayfor a diret ommuniation. Nodes move randomly within eah area. Twodediated nodes (whih should model heliopters) move between these areaswith a muh higher speed of 20m/s.Parameters for both senarios are:Area size: 1500� 900mRadio Range: 250mNumber of nodes: 50Speed: < 1m/s and 20m/s for 2 nodes in Disaster AreaSimulation time: 900 seonds
5.3.2 Restrited Random WaypointThe Restrited Random Waypoint senario used in [BGB00℄ introdues townand highway regions. Within a town region, the usual Random Waypointmodel (f. setion 5.2.1) is used. After a ertain amount of moves, a nodehooses a destination in another town. Additionally, there are ommuternodes, that move between the towns with a higher speed and a pause ateah town for 1 seond. Areas of 3500� 2500m and 4500� 3500m have beensimulated with three towns. Eah town is a square of 600m side length. Thefollowing parameters have been used:
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Area size: 3500� 2500m and 4500� 3500mTown size: 600� 600mRadio Range: 250mNumber of nodes: 400 (100 regular, 300 ommuters) and 600 (with 500 ommuters)Speed: < 10m/s (regular nodes) and [10::20℄m/s (ommuters)Pause time: [0::200℄ seonds in steps of 50 (regular nodes) and 1 seond for ommutersSteps in town: 20Simulation time: not spei�edIt is not lear, why this senario is alled restrited. It is possible, thatthe movement of the nodes an be regarded as more restrited than in theusual Random Waypoint model, sine most nodes annot leave a town areauntil a ertain amount of moves, but are then fored to move to anothertown. Their freedom of hoie is more limited in that sense.
5.4 Real installations: CMU Testbed[MBJ99℄ desribes a testbed with a real installation of DSR [JM96℄. Thesenario onsisted of 5 ars with laptops equipped with standard WaveLANards, as well as two �xed nodes, 750 m apart. The ars move onstantly ina loop around the �xed nodes, but there is real traÆ on the roads. Untilnow, this was the only published testbed installation so far.On Marh 25th and 26th, a suessful test of real AODV implementationusing both IPv4 and IPv6 was done at the UCSB. A report about that eventis not yet available, at the writing of this text.
5.5 Modeling Turning and Aeleration: Smooth isBetter than SharpC. Bettstetter proposed a smooth mobility model in [Bet01℄. This is not asenario desription, as proposed in most other papers, but a �ne grainedmovement model, that fouses on the kinetial harateristis of a moveof eah single node. It introdues aeleration and deeleration of nodes,as well as speed-orrelated diretion hanges. To omplete the model withsome movement strategy, a Poisson proess is assumed: It generates speedhange and diretion hange events during the simulation time. The eventsare generated aording to an exponential distribution, using � = pv�=�t,with pv� being the probability of a hange event at eah time step �t.So, unlike the other senarios, the model does not assume individualdisrete movements, but is driven by these speed hange and diretion hangeevents.
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This shows, that this model was not designed with the prerequisite, towork with simulation software pakages, that just aept onstant speedmovement desriptions. The ommon simulation tools NS-2 [A+℄ and Glo-MoSim [UW℄ have these limitations. However it is still possible to derivesuh movements from the model, by disretizing an aelerated movementinto small steps of inreasing (or dereasing) onstant speed. The same ispossible for the turns. The auray then depends on the time resolution,but a high resolution will result in an inreasing amount of disrete onstant-speed-movements, for a single move, on eah speed hange or diretion hangeevent.
5.6 Senario Generators and CADHOCThere is a small set of senario generators available, but most of them are onlyapable of generating senarios already desribed above, i.e. simple senarios,with some minor enhanements like group mobility (e.g. sengen[Qim℄).The only notable exeption is CADHOC[SSH01℄. CADHOC is a Javabased senario generator, that is apable of reating more \realisti" senariosthan other tools. The main advantage in terms of realism is, that it ispossible to de�ne regions where the nodes an move and where not. So oneould reate a building with rooms and halls for pedestrians, a street patternfor ars, et. The initial loation of eah node an be spei�ed, as well asmovement patterns from a restrited set of strategies inluding a Brownianmovement and a pursuit model.CAHOC is also apable of generate data traÆ between the nodes. How-ever, this tool is very awkward to be used eÆiently, as it is primarily GUIdriven and requires a lot of resoures to run. After the spei�ation, it tooka very long time to atually reate the senario. Although this was a verypromising onept, it is unusable, if you want to reate many di�erent pat-terns from a single senario spei�ation, or worse if you want to speifymany di�erent senarios and reate even more unique senarios5 from eahspei�ation.
5.7 Why have these Senarios been usedAlthough, there are a lot of advaned senarios, they have been used rarely.One ould expet muh more di�erent or more sophistiated senarios.So, why are these simple models hosen so often, instead? Two main reasonsseem to be the ause:5In this ontext, a unique senario is the set of exat movement and traÆ instrutionsfor eah node at any time step. 15



Comparativeness: The random waypoint senario with 1500� 300m areawas used in very early evaluations, like [BMJ+98℄. Subsequent devel-opments and evaluations need to be omparative to the earlier results,suh that a statement about the performane of the developed algorithm(or routing protool) ould be made. So even independent studies6, thatompared a whole set of routing protools, used these senarios (like[JLH+99℄).Simulation Constraints: This may be the reason, why suh a senario washosen in the �rst plae. There are two simulation software pakages,that are very ommonly used in evaluating ad ho networks. Theseare: NS-2[A+℄ from the VINT projet, Berkeley and GloMoSim[Uni99℄a Parse based simulation pakage developed at UCLA.Sophistiated simulation software like NS-2 and GloMoSim (they modeleah network layer) results in omplex alulations. The omputing timeand memory requirements does not sale with inreasing node numbers.This makes it diÆult to simulate more sophistiated senarios. Es-peially NS-2 onsumes a huge amount of resoures for more than 50nodes, and also produes huge amount of data. Simulations with morenodes and for a longer simulation time, are nearly impossible with NS-2,even on very powerful mahines. GloMoSim seems to perform better,but still onsumes a lot of memory.
5.7.1 Why the 1500� 300m area?Setion 5.2.1 already overs some possible reasons. The dimensions are ho-sen relative to the transmitter range, whih is ommonly around 250m, sothat in one diretion multi-hop links are needed to be established. As men-tioned before, a higher node density in ombination with the need for multi-hop paths is ahieved with a lower number of nodes. Another argument was,that the area is kept narrow to fore movements primarily in the \extended"diretion, thus ausing link breaks and stressing the protool.
5.7.2 Why random waypoint/random diretion ?The random waypoint model maps very good to the input data, NS-2 andGloMoSim require. So it is very easy to use the data of suh a model withthese two simulators. Also the model itself is simple and therefore simple6independent in the sense, that the author of the study is not also the author of arouting protool
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to implement. Random diretion is equally simple and easy to map to thesimulation software.
5.8 Critique of proposed senarios5.8.1 Node BehaviorThe senarios with most questionable behavior are learly the simple senar-ios. There is reasonable doubt, whether devies attahed to people, or peopleoperated vehiles, would move in a way as suggested by the Random Way-point or Random Diretion model. It has been found out in [TCD02℄, thatthe Random Waypoint model is vulnerable to some initialization problems,whih lead to a very unstable neighbor set in the �rst 600 � 1000 seondsof a simulation. Also a lear area with no obstales or restritions will onlyour in rare ases in a real deployment. Further the observed time intervalsare rather short, although this may be aeptable for suh simple senarios,sine there would not hange muh over time.From the more omplex senarios, the Johansson senarios[JLH+99℄ area far step into the right diretion. The senarios have been modeled afterertain real-life situations, there are obstales, ertain restrited movementsand group mobility. More investigations regarding this work would havebeen very interesting. Johansson et al. did announe in their paper thatmore work was in progress, but it seems that it was never published. Thesimulation itself is questionable, as it seems that for eah senario only asingle simulation was performed. From a statistial point of view, this isertainly not adequate. This major drawbak was already pointed out in[CH01℄. But sine this problem is not related to the senarios themselves,we onsider them one of the more appropriate senarios.Apart from this work, and the possible usage of CADHOC[SSH01℄, thereare no restrited regions, that ould indue some kind of \hanneling" of thenodes or fore some other kind of orrelated behavior. Di�erent kinds ofnodes and group mobility are only used in rare ases, although [Qim℄ wouldsupport both. Aelerated movement is not used at all.
5.8.2 Mobility MetriThe need to de�ne a mobility metri parameter (as desribed in setion 4)is not ommonly seen. The parameters used (if at all) are very simplistiand do not reet all aspets of mobility. A high speed of ertain nodesdoes not neessarily mean a likely break of links (e.g. if all the nodes movetogether with that high speed in the same diretion). The only exeption is
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again [JLH+99℄ whih de�nes and uses a more sophistiated and reasonablemobility metri already desribed in setion 5.3.1.
5.8.3 Number of NodesIn most senarios the number of nodes is relatively low. Many senarios justsimulate up to 50 nodes, a few ases did simulate up to 400 nodes. In myopinion a low number of nodes may be justi�ed for ertain kinds of senarios,but it is ertainly important to make more simulations with a higher numberof nodes, possibly up to 10000.Node density has been taken into aount, on hoosing the used senariosand it is widely agreed, that node density is a ruial parameter of a senario7.Strangely enough there have been no studies about the impat of node densityover a variety of routing protools.
5.8.4 Modeling of Physial PropertiesThe Smooth is Better than Sharp mobility model is a �rst attempt to addphysial onstraints to the movement of nodes, i.e. diretion hanges annotour all of a sudden, they must be made in terms of turns. Further, theurrent speed an impat on the turn radius. Speed hanges are performedby aeleration and deeleration, and a diretion hange may also require aspeed hange �rst.This is ertainly important for more realisti senarios. However, thismodel as proposed in [Bet01℄ has never been used in simulations of ad honetworks so far.The question is, if suh realisti modeling of physial movement on-straints will have a notieable impat on simulation results. We suspet,that this will not be the ase, sine suh mode realisti movements will nota�et the density distribution within the area or will lead to a di�erent num-ber of link breaks.The design of the Smooth is Better than Sharp model prevents a diretadaption in one of the ommon simulators, but it would be possible to modifyit aordingly. So, it is very valuable as a reminder, to optionally add thesephysial onstraints to future senario generators. As NS-2 and GloMoSimdo not support aelerated movement, and all disrete moves are straight,a turn and aeleration (and deeleration) must be emulated with interme-diate steps. This will result in a tradeo� between auray and inreasedsimulation time, due to the amount of intermediate steps.7The author has got this impression, from the various disussions on the MANETmailing-list, on whih many sientist in this area partiipate.
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5.8.5 Border BehaviorThe use of the Smooth is better than Sharp model requires an expliit dealingwith the rossing of a border. This is di�erent to most senarios whih dealindiretly with the border (by not seleting \target" points beyond the area)or in a simple way (e.g. nodes are reeted).Obviously, the problem of border behavior was not handled in a properand thorough manner, yet. Either the problem is avoided or solved in a verysimple way. It annot be ignored, though, sine [Bet01℄ and [TCD02℄ havealso shown, that the border behavior has an important impat on the nodedistribution over the area, whih a�ets density and therefore the simulationresults.A realisti approah would be to remove nodes rossing the area border,and of ourse it would be required to eventually introdue new nodes, thatenter the area from a border. Other possibilities inlude a \wraparound"border, that instantly transports the node to an opposite position, fromwhere it will resume its movement8(f. [TCD02℄), or some kind of reetionmethod, as used in the random diretion model.Unfortunately, this aspet of the simulation depends very muh on the a-pabilities of the simulation software. Espeially the removal and introdutionof nodes during the simulated period is not yet supported in the ommonlyused simulation software pakages.
6 Requirements of SenariosNow, that we have pointed out some problems with the senarios used so far,the question remains how to make things better.First of all we take a look at the perspetive from where to look at arouting protool and what to fous on.
6.1 Other Views of SenariosAs desribed, urrent senarios observe a partiular region of a given geom-etry and size, populated with a spei� amount of nodes over a given timeperiod. We will all this view an area based model.If one observes a �xed area, with ertain harateristis that resemble apartiular loation in the real world, like an oÆe building, a popular townsquare or a battle�eld, the movement pattern of nodes is not stati, but8This would result in an area shaped as a torus.
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varies over time. A typial time period that shows regular hanges ould be24 hours.Many people arrive at the oÆe in the morning, then do their work, moreor less distributed over the area, go for lunh around noon, leave the buildingin the evening with just a few people remaining there at night.This example shows, that the environment in whih the routing has totake plae, may hange a great deal over time. Parameters like node densityan reah extremes during a ertain period of a day, so this needs to be takeninto aount for a deision what routing protool may be best suited to use(probably not a single one).Depending on the time frame, suh hanges need to be onsidered in anarea based model.Depending on the problem, other possible views may be better suited.An obvious alternative would be a node based model: On observing nodes,some nodes will not be present in an partiular area over the observed period.Nodes may move out of this area and into other ones.So one ould argue, the area based model is not orret, sine the oÆebuilding does not run any routing protool at all, but the nodes do it. Thusit may be onsidered to hoose a a senario, that is not �xed on a ertainloation, but on a ertain node, and desribes it's environment (in terms ofother nodes, density, obstales, et) over a ertain period of time. Maybe airle of a given radius around a �xed node, with his environment reetingthe various situations it is onfronted with, ould be an appropriate way.On a �rst glane, suh a model would be muh more diÆult to implement(mainly beause �xed obstales would hange their loation, from a singlenodes view).Thus it makes sense to think of a way to use the easier and well understoodproperties of an area based model, together with the more realisti hangingenvironment of the node based model. A possible solution would be thefollowing phase based model:It appears possible to break down the hanging environment of the nodebased model into a set of situations, like driving through town to work, enteringoÆe building, work at workplae, attend meetings, go to lunh, have lunh,leave oÆe building, drive home from work, spend remaining time at home.Suh a sequene of more stati senarios whih ould be bound to spei�areas, may reet the hanging environment (as in the node based model)well enough.Although this is ertainly not the ideal ase, yet, it is ertainly worth tobe pointed out.
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6.2 Movement PropertiesHow are nodes supposed to move then if not as desribed in the senariosalready used. We assume that eah node is attahed to a person or a vehile,that is ontrolled by a person9.If we look at an individual node, it's movement an be desribed by twokey properties.Kinetial State We use this term to desribe the triple of urrent diretion,urrent speed and urrent aeleration.Strategy The reason why a node has a ertain kinetial state.To explain this further, we look again at our existing senarios and mod-els. Smooth is Better Than Sharp is obviously dealing with the kinetialstate properties in the �rst plae. It ontrols speed and diretion hanges.However, there is also a strategy de�ned, whih ontrols how suh speed ordiretion hanging events an our.In the simple senarios, there is not muh ontrol of the kinetial state.Speed is hosen from a �xed interval with a prede�ned distribution. Dire-tion is diretly imposed by the strategy. There is no orrelating rule betweenthese properties. Aeleration is not taken into aount at all. In RandomWaypoint the strategy mainly works by hoosing ertain destination oor-dinates by random, and deiding not to move for a ertain time, after thedestination is reahed. It is obvious, that the strategy of the simple senariosis a random strategy.For a good mobility model, both parts must be ombined in a sensibleway, although the strategy is the more important part, sine the kinetialstate is largely determined by the strategy. A more detailed kinetial statemodel (as in [Bet01℄), will probably have not as muh impat on performaneresults from simulations, as a more realisti strategy (f. setion 5.5).
6.3 Good StrategiesA key element, that is missing in most used strategies (whih at more or lessjust random), is that nodes do not at just for themselves in the majority, butinterat. Typially nodes interat with eah other, but also interat with theenvironment, in a matter that a�ets often more than one node at a ertaintime in a ertain region. The way, how nodes interat with eah other and9A military drone, that is ontrolled by a omputer, would not fall in this ategory.However we argue, that for the impliations of our assumption it will not matter.
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the environment is highly dependent on the role a node assumes. Cars movedi�erent than pedestrians and they are muh di�erent from paratroopers.The formation of groups, whih is already onsidered in some mobilitymodels, is a good example for node interation. Other examples (foused onpeople in an urban area) inlude:� People want to meet eah other� People want to visit a ertain loation (oÆe building, shop, inema,onferene room).� Cars form lanes and keep a ertain distane to other ars (and otherobstales).� TraÆ lights ause a set of nodes to stop in a relatively small area for aertain time interval.� Pedestrians will stay on the sidewalk if possible.� Cars will always stay on the road.� . . .
All these interations ause a ertain onentration of nodes at ertainloations. These loations an be onsidered as hot-spots, sine nodes tendto appear in groups at these loations and thus will inrease the node density.Sine node density is a fator of important inuene (inreased node den-sity results in inreased ompetition about the physial hannel) on the per-formane of many Ad Ho routing protools, it an be dedued, that thisinterative behavior of nodes should be part of the investigation. A patternmainly onsisting of random movements, may show useless results, if themodeled senarios never appear in the real world (or in very rare ases).Group mobility is an aspet of suh behavior that is already part of someexisting models.

6.3.1 Crafting of Good Mobility ModelsSo: how to raft a good mobility model, that takes the arguments in setion6.3 into aount?A very good thing to start with would be empirial data. To ollet arepresentative set of suh data from possibly thousands of people at variousplaes over a long period of time seems impossible.
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In an experiment I have tried to trak my loation over a long time witha GPS reeiver. Alas, this was very unfruitful, although it onsumed a lot oftime and e�ort, and I was just traking a single person.However, it is likely that teleommuniation arriers for mobile phonenetworks did ollet suh data on a large sale, sine suh traking data ofmobile phone users is ruial for the layout and struture of ommuniationells. Also it is easy to trak mobile phone users, sine the transeiver basestations an at as referene points with a known loation10.Unfortunately, phone ompanies do not seem to give away suh data tothe publi and not even to the researh ommunity. Our attempts to gethold of suh traking data have been unsuessful. Thus this helpful start isunfortunately not available.I shall propose a way, how to formally desribe a senario, that an takemany of the interating properties into aount, although it annot be om-prehensive. The following model will fous on the strategy, and has the optionto inlude a detailed kinetial state model, too, but this is not required.
6.4 The Interative Mobility ModelWe will introdue a mobility model based upon several omponents thatan be desribed through various parameters. An implementation needs totake these parameters into aount and reate movement instrutions for thenodes aording to these spei�ed rules.
6.4.1 Basi Components and TypesNodes are the basi omponents of the simulation and they are also basiomponents of the senario desription. As a senario likely inludes variousdi�erent types of nodes, we allow to de�ne these types.A node type de�nition should at least inlude the following harateristis:� maximum speed� maximum aeleration� maximum deeleration� turning fator1110The ability to loate the user of a mobile phone, is also required by law in some oun-tries for the future, to enable resue servies �nding someone, who alls in an emergeny,or for law enforement to get hold of riminals.11This determines, how fast the node is able turn at a ertain veloity.
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Nodes may further be ombined into groups, that will show some ommonmovement behavior. It will be likely, that only nodes of the same type mayform a group. The group will at as a large blurred node with typial nodeharateristis as desribed above. Also the group will have harateristislike:� maximum diameter� node movement strategy within the group� node density within group� number and types of group member nodes� probability of nodes joining or leaving the group
Then we need to de�ne ertain types of regions within the area. Theregions itself are desribed by geometri properties, but we also need severaltypes of regions, to reet their harateristis.A possible set of harateristis of a type of a region is:� attrative to nodes of types [..℄ by degree d 2 [0::1℄� forbidden for node types [..℄� restrited to node types [..℄� maximum speed in this area� nodes in this area are fored to stop at ertain intervals12A value greater than 0:5 for the degree of attration d, is onsidered attra-tive, a value below is repelling, exat 0:5 would be neutral. This property analso be inluded into the nodes, suh that nodes of ertain type are attrativeor repellent to eah other (e.g. ars like to avoid other nodes to prevent anaident, so they would be repellent to any other node to a ertain degree).12This an be used to model traÆ lights at an intersetion.
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6.4.2 Senario Spei�ationNow from the de�ned types we an build the spei�ation, whih needs toontain:� Number of nodes of Type n� Region of type r, at oordinates (x1; y1; x2; y2; : : :)� Node-groupsThese spei�ations de�ne a senario with individual movement strategiesfor nodes and region and node dependent onstrains. This allows to derivea onrete senario with exatly determined node movements, suitable tofeed into a simulator. The spei�ation leave enough degrees of freedom forsensible random behavior in terms of probability funtions, without lettingthe nodes just behave arbitrary.
6.4.3 Implementation AspetsFor an implementation, the senario spei�ation desribed needs to be for-mulate in a language. We suggest to use XML for this purpose, sine parsersand validators are widely available, and XML is exible enough to allowspei�ation of all aspets in a simple and intuitive way. Other spei�ationlanguages, e.g. C-style are of ourse also possible.
7 Conlusion and OutlookWe have developed ertain riteria, how to ategorize senarios for simulationof mobile ad ho networks. We have inspeted and lassi�ed senarios usedin previous evaluating simulations. Further we have illustrated the draw-baks and problems with the senarios used. Requirements for more realistisenarios have been proposed and we have suggested a way, how to speifymore adequate (in terms of reality) senarios.An implementation of a senario-generator, that is based on this work, isurrently in progress. We hope to present results in Fall 2002.Sientists using suh a senario spei�ation for simulations still need tode�ne the senario harateristis. A lot of e�ort may e required to �ndspei�ations that will math a real world situation lose enough to derivereally appliable results from the simulation. A meta tool, that an generatesensible senarios of a set of prede�ned types would be helpful, but thisproblem is not further disussed in this work.25



A ExamplesA.1 Type De�nitionsA.1.1 Nodes and Node-groups<NODETYPE><NAME>Car</NAME><MAXSPEED>40</MAXSPEED><MAXACCEL>6</MAXACCEL><MAXDECEL>12</MAXDECEL><TURNING>...</TURNING><ATTRACTION type="node" degree="0.2">Car</ATTRACTION><ATTRACTION type="node" degree="0.2">Pedestrian</ATTRACTION><RESTRICTION>Road, Crossing, ZebraCrossing</RESTRICTION><FORBIDDEN>Building</FORBIDDEN></NODETYPE><NODETYPE><NAME>Pedestrian</NAME><MAXSPEED>2</MAXSPEED><MAXACCEL>2</MAXACCEL><MAXDECEL>2</MAXDECEL><TURNING>...</TURNING><ATTRACTION type="node" degree="0.2">Car</ATTRACTION><ATTRACTION type="node" degree="0.6">Pedestrian</ATTRACTION><ATTRACTION type="region" degree="0.2">Road</ATTRACTION><ATTRACTION type="region" degree="0.7">Sidewalk</ATTRACTION><ATTRACTION type="region" degree="0.8">ShopEntrane</ATTRACTION><FORBIDDEN>Building</FORBIDDEN></NODETYPE><NODEGROUPTYPE><NAME>Projetteam1</NAME><NODES>Pedestrians</NODES><MAXDISTANCE>25</MAXDISTANCE></NODEGROUPTYPE>
A.1.2 Regions<REGIONTYPE>
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<NAME>Road</NAME><CONSTRAINT type="maxspeed">20</CONSTRAINT></REGIONTYPE><REGIONTYPE><NAME>Crossing</NAME><SPECIAL type="stop-on-enter" value="60">Car</SPECIAL><SPECIAL type="stop-on-enter" value="60">Pedestrian</SPECIAL></REGIONTYPE><REGIONTYPE><NAME>ZebraCrossing</NAME><SPECIAL type="stop-on-enter" value="60">Car</SPECIAL><SPECIAL type="stop-on-enter" value="2">Pedestrian</SPECIAL></REGIONTYPE><REGIONTYPE><NAME>Sidewalk</NAME></REGIONTYPE><REGIONTYPE><NAME>ShopEntrane</NAME><SPECIAL type="stop-on-enter" value="600">Pedestrian</SPECIAL></REGIONTYPE><REGIONTYPE><NAME>Building</NAME></REGIONTYPE>
A.2 Senario Spei�ation
<SCENARIO><NAME>Stahus</NAME><AREA>2000,3000</AREA><NODES type="Car">0,20</NODES><NODES type="Pedestrian">21,30</NODES><NODES type="Pedestrian">31,50</NODES><NODEGROUP type="Projetteam1">21,27</NODEGROUP><REGION type="Road" shape="retangle">0,200,300,200,0,220,300,220</REGION>
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<REGION type="Crossing" shape="retangle">300,200,320,200,300,220,320,220</REGION><REGION type="Road" shape="retangle">320,200,600,200,320,220,600,220</REGION>...</SCENARIO>
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